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bridge. This is a logical statement and
also the reason why this particular
one is called an AND statement.

The second statement might be: if
you OR your friend go to the meeting
there will be a quorum. The implica
tion is now that if either of you go
there will be a quorum and thus the
keyword is OR. This is called an OR
statement. (This must not be con
fused with the exclusive "or" such as:
the car is either black or blue. This
is quite different since the colour can
be only one or other but not both.)

These two statements can be repre
sented by switches. The AND state
ment is duplicated by two switches
in series (figure 1).

The only way a connection can be
made from A to B is if switch x AND
switch y are both closed. In Boolean
algebra this is written x.y or just xy.

The OR statement is represented
again by two switches but this time
connected in parallel (figure 2).

A connection can be made if switch
x or OR switch y is closed (or both).
This is written x -f y but is said x
or y.

A truth table can be written for
each of the two statements. This
simply states the conditions which
must exist before the statement is
true. A true statement will exist, in
the examples given, when the connec
tion from A to B is complete and this
will be represented by the symbol 1.
When an individual switch is open
then this will be indicated by the
symbol 0, and when closed by the
symbol 1.

Automation is defined as the estab
lishment of a control system which
allows a process to function by itself
without human aid. An example of
automation is the pressure system
which supplies water. Before thought
is given to automation a knowledge
of controls circuits is needed.

CONTROL CIRCUITS

Controls divide into three sections.
These are: 1) the pilot device, the
section which instigates the control
sequence; 2) the decision device, the
section which decides if the operation
can proceed; 3) the action device, the
section which starts the operation.
Examples of the various parts are:
1) pilot devices - thermostat, pressure
switch; 2) decision devices - micro-
switches sensing the presence of
grain; 3) action devices, contactors
which connect motors, solenoids to
the line.

A completed control situation looks
and is very complex. But then so is
anything else taken in its entirety.
A control system broken down to its
parts and these taken one at a time
becomes much simpler.

There are mathematical methods
available to analyse control systems.
One abstract form of mathematics
used for this purpose is Boolean al
gebra, a branch of linear algebra (5).
A brief look at Boolean algebra is
helpful. Boolean algebra was an at
tempt by George Boole and others to
reduce the spoken word to a system
of mathematics. All this took place in
the 1850's and has now come into its
own with the age of computers and
elaborate control circuits.

Two logic statements are important.
The first might be expressed as fol
lows: If you and a friend go to a
party, the host will have sufficient
players for a game of bridge. The
implication here is that if you AND
your friend AND the host AND the
hostess are present then and only then
are there sufficient for a game of
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In this paper a parallel circuit is
referred to as an OR circuit and a
series circuit as an AND circuit. There
is a good reason for using this type
of terminology. Solid state compon
ents have been developed to take the
place of certain parts of circuits.
These carry the logic circuit names
of AND, OR and so on. These will
become much more common in the
future (2).

In most control situations power is
applied indirectly to the motor; i.e.
the button you push does not itself
send power to the motor but to a
contactor which in turn supplies
power to the motor (figure 3).

In order to energize the contactor
coil M and thus close the switches
x and y, then switches a AND, b OR
z, AND d AND e must be closed. If
the start button is pushed the circuit
is completed and the contactor closes
the switches x, y, and z. Then when
the push button is released the con
tactor holds switch z in the OR circuit
closed. The circuit will remain on un
less one of the switches in the AND
circuit is opened. Written in Boolean
algebra the control circuit is a(b +
z)de or ade(b + z) which says a
AND d AND e AND b OR z. (Many
algebraic rules hold in working with
Boolean algebra but some are differ-
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ent For example, a(b + c) is also
ab + ac which is similar to algebra
but a.a — a is not.

Contacts x and y supply current to
the motor itself. The other switches
are part of the control circuitry and
are usually the only ones shown in
abbreviated schematic diagrams such
as are used elsewhere in this paper.

The circuit shown in the example
would probably be only part of a
larger circuit. The Boolean algebra
statement can be written for the total
circuit. There are techniques avail
able to reduce this statement to its
simplest possible form while still re
taining the necessary functions (3)
The simplified statement i$ then
translated into the necessary control
hardware.

Still another type of logic circuit is
a memory circuit. This circuit remem
bers something that it has been told.
A latching relay is an example of this.
In this case the relay once energized
"remembers" to stay on until it is
turned off by another operation.
Memory circuits can become very
much more elaborate than this.

Sequencing is another term referred
to in control work. In this case one
control operation must have been
effected before another can begin.
Sequencing is accomplished by insert
ing one AND section of a second con
trol circuit into part of the first con
trol circuit action device (contactor).
Thus the second control will not op
erate until after the first.

stop
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a
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Time-delay relays perform an im
portant function. In the above ex
ample the operation of the second
control can be delayed still further
by the use of a time-delay relay whose
contacts close after a predetermined
time interval, referred to as a time-
delay on energization, or conversely
whose contacts open after a predeter
mined time (time-delay on de-ener
gization).

The word "programmed" requires
definition. The operation of a system
which starts up in a certain order
(sequence) and/or closes down in a
certain order can be referred to as
a program, but this program cannot
be easily altered unless wiring
changes are made. The word pro
gram, when referring to a control
system, infers a set of operations
which can be changed at will by the
operator. One simple form of pro
grammer is the time clock which in
stitutes a series of events on a timed
basis over its time cycle. A change in
time can be easily effected by the
operator.

Programmers can be much more
complex than this. These may be op
erated by: a mechanical means, a
data card, or magnetic tape. Perhaps
most of those used on a farm may be
purely mechanical because these will
be much easier to alter. The data
card or magnetic tape variety would
require special equipment to produce
a new card or tape to give a new pro-
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Figure 3. A typical motor control circuit
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gram. The mechanical programmer
might simply be a drum into which
pegs are placed to actuate switches
as the drum turns. (One of the
earliest of the mechanical program
mers was the music box wherein the
revolving drum plucked the various
reeds to produce the notes.) Pegs
could be moved, added, or subtracted
from the drum to change the program.

POSITIONING DEVICES

Rotational

These devices rotate mechanisms to
desired positions. As an example con
sider a hand operated control which
indexes through the positions 1
through to 10 as it is rotated 360°.
It may repeat again if turned through
an angle greater than 360° or it may
have to be reversed. A very slow
speed motor could be used to turn
the control. Coupled to the control
would be an indexing switch with 10
contacts each spaced so that a sepa
rate contact is engaged by the rotat
ing part of the switch as an index
point on the control lined up. This
switch is connected in series with the
motor driving the control. Suppose
all the contact points except one are
ishorted together and power is ap
plied. The motor will turn the con
trol until the rotating part of the
switch (being turned with the con
trol) reaches this open contact. The
motor stops and the control is thus
stopped at the desired position. The
shorting together of the switch con
tacts is done remotely by hand turn
ing a switch to the required position.
All of the switch contacts except the
designated stopping points are con
nected together on this remote switch.
The distant motor starts up and turns
the control to this point. This is an
AND circuit in Boolean algebra. A
relay to reverse the requirement could
be added so that the shorted contact
is the point where the motor stops.
This latter circuit in Boolean algebra
is a NOR circuit; i.e. a negative OR.
This type might be required where a
data card was being used to program
the control position as might happen
in setting metering controls. The re
motely controlled channel selector of
a TV set is an example of a rotational
positioning device. Note: if the con
trol can only move through 360° and
no further then a reversing switch
must be incorported with the index
positions at either end of travel.
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Straight Line

Other types of positioning devices
operate in a straight line rather than
in rotation. An indexing outlet con
trol on a grain spout is an example.
One method of positioning these
straight line devices is through the
use of a linear actuator which is usu
ally a screw mechanism. (The screw
is rotated clockwise or anticlockwise
by a reversible electric motor to move
the control forward or backward.) At
each index point a microswitch is in
stalled. As the lever moves over the
microswitch the switch opens and the
driving motor stops unless that switch
has been shorted by the selection
switch. Thus the selector motor keeps
turning until the lever arm finally
opens a microswitch which has not
been shorted. If it reaches the end
of its travel then the last microswitch
operates a relay to reverse the motor
and it starts back again towards the
other end of its travel until it reaches
an open microswitch. A separate re
mote switch selects the desired index
point by shorting all the other index
ing microswitches except the desired
one. Also, as before, the operation
can be reversed through a relay so
that the point at which the arm stops
is the one which is shorted and it ig
nores the open ones. The prime con
trol again could be a manually oper
ated remote switch, a data card, or
the fingers on the drum of a pro
grammer. These positioning devices
are themselves small control systems.

Each problem requires a solution
and then becomes part of the total
design. Each is easily adaptable to
solid state operation using a non-
mechanical system of switches (e.g.
diodes or transistors).

An automatic control system uses
these various types of controls as
sembled to achieve the desired end
result. The controls themselves may
be either mechanical or solid state.
There are certain advantages to both.
The mechanical systems use controls
which are off the shelf items, very
familiar to the person who may install
them. These operate at the voltages
normally present in the control sys
tems. They are subject to wear in
their operating parts and at their con
tact assemblies. Changes can be ef
fected by exchanging or adding com
ponents and rewiring. It is difficult to
adapt this type of control to various
programs.
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Solid state devices have a long life
since they are solid state and do not
have moving parts or contact as
semblies. These are usually plug-in
units allowing for ease of change.
Program changes are more easily ac
complished. Solid state devices are
not yet available off the shelf in all
cases. Being new, they are not famil
iar to the person who might be asked
to install them. A contactor is used at
the point where the system changes
from the logic or decision devices to
the action device. The logic sections
of the circuit operate from special
power supplies.

Fluidics provide another type of
control distinctive from those controls
requiring electricity to operate. In a
fluidic system air jets are used as the
controlling medium. It is possible to
build AND and OR gates and all the
other logic functions.

Fluidics may be valuable to control
pneumatic conveying systems used in
materials handling.

SAMPLE SOLUTION FOR
AUTOMATION OF GRAIN SUPPLY

Normally a small overhead grain
supply bin which is itself refilled from
a large central floor-mounted bin is
used as a supply for the grinder, roll
er, or hammermill. The refilling re
quires that an elevator be used to
transfer the grain. Presume that this
elevator is permanently in place and
that having to set it up is not part of
the operation. What functions does
the operator perform in refilling this
bin? These would be:

1. Check the overhead bin to de
termine if it needs refilling.

2. Check the supply bin to see if

ms= microswitch

there is sufficient grain to refill the
overhead bin.

3. Start the elevator.

4. Check the overhead bin to de
termine when full.

5. a) Stop the elevator when bin is
full, or b) Stop the elevator if the
grain supply fails.

This operation can be automated
by replacing each of the steps with a
control function. Some of the steps
may not be entirely necessary. Some
may be combined with others.

1. This step can be carried out by
a pressure operated sensing device
located near the bottom of the bin.
The pressure device might simply be
a vertical paddle located on the side
of the bin. The weight of grain will
press this paddle against a micro-
switch holding it open. When grain
drops below the bottom of the paddle
and pressure is released the micro-
switch closes (turns on).

3. This is a microswitch which is
located in an OR circuit which is it
self part of the AND circuit to the
motor contactor. If all the sections of
the AND circuit are closed the con
tactor will connect the elevator motor
to the supply lines and grain will be
supplied to the overhead bin.

Other parts of the OR circuit are:
a) set of hold-in contacts energized
by the contactor; b) the contacts of
the START push button which could
be used to manually start the elevator.

If the microswitch was part of the
AND circuit then as soon as grain
pressed against the paddle the switch
would open and the elevator stop.
Since it is part of an OR circuit, the
hold-in contacts operated by the con-

hold in

Figure 4. Control diagram for automatic bin-fill
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tactor, provide another current path
and the contactor stays closed even
thought the first microswitch has re
opened under grain pressure.

4. When the grain level rises to a
certain height, grain will press against
a second paddle forcing open another
microswitch located in the AND cir
cuit of the contactor.

5. a) The contactor releases and
the elevator motor stops. When the
grain level drops and pressure is re
leased from the top paddle the micro-
switch recloses. However, the OR part
of the circuit is now open so that the
contactor remains open.

2. This is only necessary to prevent
the elevator from running uselessly if
the grain supply fails. Another pres
sure operated microswitch, held
closed by the presence of grain, is
located a* the outlet of the main sup
ply bin. The switch is connected into
the AND circuit of the contactor. If
the grain supply fails this switch
opens and the contactor opens cutting
off the elevator motor.

The unit can be shut down part
way through a cycle by depressing
the stop button which is located in
the AND circuit. The contactor opens
and the circuit remains off until the
grain level drops below the bottom
grain sensor. The addition of a hand-
off-automatic switch instead of the
start-stop buttons adds more sophis
tication to the circuit. This allows the
unit to be manually (hand) operated,
locked off (off) or run automatically.
If desired, the three microswitches
can be connected to operate indicator
lights to show at a remote location
the condition of the system.

This one method of automating this
operation is arrived at by the sub
stitution of control elements for
human action.

There is another solution. This
second solution uses a long tube of
reasonable diameter (3 to 4 inches).
At the bottom of the tube a pressure
sensitive switch is located which is
connected into the AND circuit of
the contactor. Grain pressure holds
this switch open. The tube is located
so that when the bin is almost empty
grain runs out of the tube releasing
the pressure from the switch which
then closes. The contactor closes and
the elevator motor starts. When the
bin is almost full grain overflows
into the tube containing the pressure
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switch. Grain pressure opens the
switch and the contactor opens. An
other pressure switch located at the
main grain supply outlet, connected
into the contactor AND circuit will
cut the unit off if the grain supply
fails.

This second system does what is
required, that is to automatically re
fill the bin. It is not, however, as
versatile as the first nor as trouble
free but, using fewer components, is
cheaper. These two solutions show
two approaches to the same problem.
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